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Take Your Parish Beyond Sunday! 

Countless Catholics settle for a faith that doesn't go farther than the Sunday Mass. 
Although essential, Sunday Mass alone isn’t sufficient for a vibrant faith and 
growing parish. In Beyond Sunday: Becoming a 24/7 Catholic, Catholic radio and 
TV host Teresa Tomeo gets real about what it takes to live a distinctly Catholic way 
of life. Through her very down-to-earth, practical style of writing, study guide and 
videos, Teresa provides a way to inspire parishioners to live out their faith 24/7. 
Beyond Sunday is much more than just another self-help program; it’s a movement 
of the New Evangelization that is spreading across America because of its simple 
and very relatable approach. It meets the busy, everyday Catholic no matter where 
they’re at and moves them to embrace their faith as a way of living and leads 
them to a personal relationship with Christ. 
 

Beyond Sunday helps Catholics in the pew… 
 

 develop a more meaningful and personal relationship with Jesus Christ 
and His Church. 

 pursue an exceptional way of life regardless of their stage of faith 
development. 

 not to settle for just a “so-so” relationship with God, but a great life 
complete with a steadfast faith and long-lasting joy. 

 learn about resources, tips, and ways to help them apply their faith in the 
spiritual, emotional and practical aspects of their life. 

 equip others to go “Beyond Sunday.” 
 

Beyond Sunday offers Pastors, Parishes, 

    and Ministry Leaders … 
 

 Kick-off Beyond Sunday Parish Mission to help stimulate the parish 

 Book, 8-Week Study Guide, Short (3 min.) Videos 

 Ongoing tools and tips for Pastors to help parishioners apply their faith 
more effectively in their everyday lives 

 Parish Team Training (remote or on-site) 

 Periodic Follow-up  
 

Beyond Sunday is perfect for… 
 

 RCIA/Mystagogia 

 New Parishioners as a welcome study 

 Small Group Study for All Parishioners – at any stage in their faith 

 CCD Parents & Youth Group Parents to take during their children’s 
meetings 

  

Beyond Sunday Parish Missions offer… 

 Talks after all the weekend Masses 

 Simple, Yet Powerful Sunday Format from 3pm-9pm 

 Personal Reflection and Group Discussion Time 

 Kick-off of Beyond Sunday Parish Study Program 

 On-site Beyond Sunday Team Training 
 

For More Information Contact:  (586) 777-2691 
BeyondSunday@osv.com or www.OSV.com/BeyondSunday 
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